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Socioeconomic Integration    STATEMENT OF PURPOSE   We studied several dimensions of socioeconomic status (SES) integration in Amherst elementary schools: (1) Existing research on the benefits and challenges of SES integration; (2) How the percentage of children from low-income families in each school has changed since the 2010 redistricting; (3) Possible challenges to engaging diverse families at each school; (4) Elementary school administrators’ and counselors’ perceptions of the experiences that children from low-income families have in their schools. Group Member Names: Katherine Appy, Kathryn McDermott, Allison McDonald, Jennifer Page, and Kerry Spitzer. Background Information: The simplest definition of “socioeconomic integration” is a situation in which a school has students from a range of income levels. Some school districts with economically diverse populations have socioeconomic balance policies in place to ensure that all of their schools will have similar proportions of low-income students (see Research Base section for more information). Amherst has a socioeconomic balance policy in place, but there are concerns that the three schools’ percentages of low-income students are becoming more different from each other. For our report, we defined socioeconomic integration not only as the presence of an economically diverse population within a school (with or without a socioeconomic balance policy), but also as the goal of ensuring that the school works well for all students and is a place where students and families feel included, regardless of their families’ economic circumstances. Until 2014-15, the percent of students who received Free or Reduced Price Lunch was used by ARPS and the state as an indicator of “low income.” Starting in 2014-15, the metric shifted to “Economically Disadvantaged.” This metric counts students who participate in at least one of four programs: SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program), sometimes referred to as “food stamps; TAFDC (Transitional Aid to Families with Dependent Children), sometimes referred to as “welfare”; foster care; and MassHealth. % of Students Receiving Free or Reduced Price Lunch



% of Students Considered “Economically Disadvantaged”



2010-11



2014-15



2015-16



2016-17



2014-15



2015-16



2016-17



Crocker Farm



36.1



42.9



38.1



36.1



23.9



23.6



26.7



Fort River



37.0



43.7



45.5



43.9



31.4



32.5



38.2



Wildwood



36.7



44.7



44.1



42.5



27.6



28.9



31.5



Total



36.6



43.8



42.4



40.7



27.6



28.1



31.8



Data from Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education Selected populations report, 2011, 2015, 2016, 2017, and from Amherst Regional Public Schools.
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On October 27, 2009, the Amherst School Committee voted to close Marks Meadow school and redistrict the enrollment map for the entire district, while maintaining the current grade configuration. The only way the new map could ensure SES balance in each of the three remaining buildings was to divide a neighborhood on East Hadley road that had previously been districted to attend Crocker Farm and send a section of this neighborhood to Wildwood and a section to Fort River school. The Brook and Southpoint are zoned for Crocker, Hollister Apartments and Mill Valley Estates are zoned for Fort River, and the Boulders are zoned for Wildwood. Along with redistricting, the School Committee ended the open enrollment policy that had allowed students to attend a school other than the one for which they were zoned. Under open enrollment, fewer students chose Crocker Farm than the other three schools: ● Crocker Farm: 12 (5%) open enrolled; ● Fort River: 34 (7%) open enrolled; ● Marks Meadow: 27 (14%) open enrolled; and ● Wildwood: 32 (8%) open enrolled. There was enormous preparation for the redistricting, including community meetings, open houses at all the schools, faculty re-location, child to child and family to family peers created, several communications with families and faculty meetings within and between schools. The 2010-2011 school year began smoothly with a focus on creating community in each building. [See the appendix for a more detailed history of the redistricting in 2009 and a map of the current enrollment zones.] FINDING: The proportion of elementary students in Amherst from economically disadvantaged families has grown both overall as well as within each of the town’s three elementary schools; however, the shifts within the schools vary such that the population is no longer “balanced” across the three schools. Whether or not the School Committee decides to re-balance the schools by SES, the schools need to continue and expand efforts to engage diverse families and respond to students’ emotional and physical needs as preconditions for learning. In order to guarantee that every child has access to the resources they need to succeed, we need to ensure that the approaches to accomplish this are consistent and formalized across the district. ● From 2010-11 to 2016-17 the share of students receiving free or reduced-price lunch in Amherst elementary schools has increased from a low of 36.6% to 40.7% overall, with a low of 36.1% at Crocker Farm to a high of 43.9% at Fort River. Rates of economically disadvantaged have increased from 27.6% overall in 2014-15 to 31.8% in 2016-17. ● Because Amherst has only three schools serving large sections of town with different mixes of higher- and lower-cost housing, the elementary schools would be socioeconomically diverse even if the School Committee did not have a policy of maintaining socioeconomic balance. However, the schools’ enrollments could shift in ways that would create a school with a larger proportion of low-income students than the others, possibly exceeding the 50% level that research suggests may hinder all students’ learning (see “research basis” section below). ● All three elementary schools make an effort to provide services, such as transportation to special events for families without cars, to encourage family engagement from all families. ● All three elementary schools’ administrators report challenges related to meeting students’ emotional, health, and other needs that are related to their family situations and out-of-school experiences 2



  VERIFIED ROOT CAUSES   ● In 2009 the Amherst School Committee redistricted and closed Marks Meadow, and at that point the three remaining schools were socioeconomically balanced. ● Due to a variety of factors, which may include family choices and housing market factors and shifts in Amherst demographics overall, the socio-economic balance of the schools has changed.   SUPPORTING DATA   In order to better understand and define current perspectives around socio-economic and racial integration in the elementary schools, the group conducted a series of seven individual interviews with staff and administrators at the schools. Interviews were conducted October 27-December 12, and participants included: ● Two or three interviews at each of the three elementary schools ● Three school principals ● Two assistant principals ● Two guidance or adjustment counselors Five consistent themes around the needs or challenges in the schools around integration were heard across the interviews: 1) Family engagement and connection; 2) Staff training; 3) Role of the schools as community center and service provider; 4) Student stress and anxiety; 5) Preschool access and school readiness. Family engagement and connection A consistent message from administrators at all schools was that there is no one-size-fits-all approach to ensure that families from diverse backgrounds feel engaged and heard by the schools, and that staff are essential as a bridge between the schools and families. It is necessary to conduct outreach to families in multiple modes. In at least two of the schools, the importance of a front office staffed with bilingual (Spanish/English) and bicultural employees was brought up as essential to building relationships with Spanish-speaking families. Referring to an office staff member who is bilingual and frequently participates as translator, one interviewee remarked, “they feel comfortable to share in front of her.” While diverse within the schools, the barriers to engagement were consistent across all three schools and included: language barriers, diverse cultural backgrounds, diverse norms around advocating for resources, lack of financial resources, lack of transportation, and housing instability. The importance of the staff in bridging these barriers came through in several ways. Staff build trust with families through repeated contact and by providing assistance with accessing resources and services, especially staff who are bilingual and/or bicultural. Staff also are encouraged to ask parents how they would like to be contacted by the school (e.g. text, phone call, email). Staff also aim to contact parents for positive as well as negative events in order to have parents see the school as a collaborator. Transportation is a barrier to school engagement for certain families. The school administrators recognize this and provide buses for important events. For families that do not own vehicles, public 3



transportation is burdensome and a barrier to attending events and meetings at the schools (see table in Appendix for detailed travel times from certain apartment complexes to the three schools). Staff training Staff at each school cited the use of tools and models such as RTI (Response To Intervention) and co-teaching as both the contributors to integration successes and a growing need in their schools. The use of tools or models such as RTI and co-teaching also is contributing to better integration, and interview participants noted that these could be expanded further. One participant said “RTI is helping to close the gap around race and class, our RTI model is really strong.” Another, from a different school, said “RTI has been great, and should be expanded.” Training for staff around supporting “the whole child” is helping schools respond to students’ stress, but more is needed. One principal noted, “Programming and staff training is focusing more on thinking through the lens of what kids are coming to school without. It’s a shift to a helping mentality.” They also said about staff, “They are doing great, but they would say they don’t feel as well trained to support around different needs and inclusion,” but that there isn’t enough time or resources to do more. Schools functioning as community centers All three principals and both assistant principals we interviewed spoke about the school providing resources beyond what is traditionally expected of a school. One specifically said “School has become like … a community center.” From picking a parent up at home for a school meeting, to providing winter gear, to helping register for soccer, schools are providing more than just education. Some of this effort is reactive (when a young student showed up with broken prescription glasses, the office staff ordered her a new pair), and some of it is proactive (regularly providing bus transportation for families for evening school events). “People [school staff] genuinely care for all our kids, and are willing to do whatever it takes.” In some cases, staff are proactively forming relationships with community resources, to make it easier for families to access resources. For example, one administrator stated, “I’m trying to get an in with physicians, especially as we get an influx of Puerto Rican students because of hurricanes and they need medical help.” Student and family stress Everybody we interviewed mentioned that students are under stress. Some used the term “toxic stress” to describe the effects of long-term, intense emotional response to situations at home, such as needing to spend long hours alone while parents work, or knowing that the family is experiencing financial difficulty. While most noted that middle- and upper-income children also experience anxiety and stress, interviewees said that lower-income children are likelier to have toxic stress, which affects students’ behavior in school. Compounding the problem is the fact that school staff may not have time to plan for the arrival of new students who are experiencing toxic stress. Preschool access and school readiness Administrators said that children who come into kindergarten without preschool exposure are already academically behind their peers. One administrator, referring to economic inequality in Amherst, noted a “big gap” between children with early childhood learning and those without, especially in literacy. Amherst works hard to provide early intervention reading support, but our interviews found that it is not enough to make up the difference for those students missing early learning access. Another administrator saw a clear solution for this issue to be expanded preschool for all families. 4



Public preschool would be one way to equalize the educational experience of children from different socioeconomic backgrounds. RESEARCH BASIS Educational researchers have consistently found that when schools are racially, ethnically, and socioeconomically integrated, all students benefit from the opportunity to interact with diverse peers (Ayscue, Frankenberg, & Siegel-Hawley 2017). Recently, some school districts have made socioeconomic integration a goal (Potter, Quick, & Dawes 2016). Socioeconomic integration often creates racially and ethnically diverse schools as a side benefit (Siegel-Hawley, Frankenberg, & Ayscue 2017). Researchers find that students from lower-income families have higher academic performance when they attend schools where no more than about 50% of their fellow students are also from low-income families (Puma et al. 1997; Kahlenberg 2001). One reason behind this finding may be that students whose families are under financial stress are likelier than others to need help from school staff with non-academic issues before they can focus on learning. Their parents may face obstacles to supporting learning outside of school (Rothstein 2004). Staff at schools where fewer than 50% of students are low-income are better able to respond if these students need additional support. Another potential advantage of socioeconomic integration is that more-affluent parents generally have more political influence than low-income families. When more-affluent and less-affluent children attend school together, the more-affluent parents’ advocacy helps maintain adequate financial resources that benefit the whole school. Schools with a majority of low-income students, in contrast, are likelier to lose funding over time (Grant 2009). Socioeconomic integration also benefits students who are not from low-income families. Socioeconomically integrated schools are likely to have racial and ethnic diversity, which helps all students be more prepared to succeed in an increasingly diverse society (Mickelson & Nkomo 2010; Pettigrew & Tropp 2011). This benefit does not come at the cost of academic learning; evidence suggests socioeconomic integration does not harm the academic performance of students from more economically advantaged families (Mickelson & Bottia 2010; Ayscue et al. 2017). According to a recent study by the Century Foundation, which advocates for socioeconomic integration, the most common way districts maintain socioeconomic integration and balanced enrollments is to draw attendance zones that produce socioeconomically balanced school enrollments. Amherst’s current elementary school zones are an example of this practice. Options used in other districts include district-wide school choice with controls to maintain socioeconomic balance and magnet schools with targets for enrollment diversity (Potter et al. 2016, p. 2). When schools are socioeconomically integrated, it’s important to make sure that they meet the academic needs of students from all subgroups and support all students’ learning. As Potter, et al. conclude in their report, “Districts taking important steps to ensure that their school population reflects the diversity of the community must also combat the problems of racialized tracking, inequity in school discipline rates and practices, and financial barriers to extracurricular participation” (p. 24). This goal also includes making sure that the school is meeting all students’ socio-emotional needs (Learned-Miller 2017). The Amherst-based nonprofit Embrace Race discusses a framework developed by the New York City group IntegrateNYC3Me called The 5 R’s Framework to identify the components that must be in place for racial integration to be genuine and to work for all students. The 5 R’s focus 5



on students’ enrollment and outcomes by race, the representation of different groups on school staff, the equitable distribution of resources, and use of restorative practices to prevent discipline disparities (http://www.embracerace.org/blog/integratenyc4me-pushing-back-against-segregated-public-schoolsin-nyc-and-beyond).   POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS   Prior to deciding on future action steps in regards to socioeconomic integration, further research in this area would be helpful, namely: ● Talk directly to families who live in the apartment complexes on East Hadley Road to get their perspective about their school assignment. What do they see as the benefits and problems of the current policy? ● How do families of all income levels feel about the academic and social-emotional environment of their children’s elementary school? (Making sure to hear from an appropriate proportion lower-income families.) The School Committee may want to consider revising the enrollment policy in order to achieve socioeconomic balance, either through creating new enrollment zones or pursuing an enrollment model that is not map-based. While the goal of socioeconomic balance is laudable, merely getting the right mix of students in the building will not achieve full integration. Regardless of whether the School Committee chooses to bring the schools back into socioeconomic balance, we also suggest that it consider the following options for moving towards full integration: ● Support the schools’ ongoing efforts to make income differences less visible to students (providing coats/boots, replacing book sale with book swap) ● Give families more ways to be engaged in school however they can. ● Give schools a way to institutionalize the current supports for low-income students so that they depend less on particular staff members’ willingness and abilities. ● Formalize/expand schools’ de facto role as community centers, including partnerships with organizations that could provide activities and services at the schools so that less burden is on families to take their kids to extracurricular activities. ● Explore means of addressing the transportation issues for families getting to school. Are there models for providing on-demand transportation between home and school? (This would still be an issue at Wildwood even if all E. Hadley Rd. students went to Crocker.) ● Follow The Five R’s Framework: race and enrollment, representation on staff (staff diversity), resource allocation, relationships across group identities, restorative practices. The School Committee could create a working group or task force for each area. ● Provide more extensive training and resources to assist school staff in meeting students’ socio-emotional needs.      
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  APPENDIX ITEMS



  Additional Background on 2010 Redistricting Redistricting in the 2010-2011 school year was motivated by an ongoing structural budget deficit, school buildings that required extensive maintenance and repair, declining school enrollment and a significant socio-economic imbalance between schools based on the measure of Free and Reduced lunch in the student population. In 2006, the Amherst schools asked NESDEC to evaluate their enrollment. At that time Amherst had four elementary schools with ongoing declining enrollment. Between 1996-2006 the elementary student population had declined by 272 students from 1,732 to 1,460. Of the four elementary schools, three were owned by the town of Amherst while Marks Meadow was owned by the University of Massachusetts and used by the town under a longstanding agreement. Because the University was responsible for major maintenance of the building, the town was dependent on the University for upkeep. As of 2006 the building had fallen into significant disrepair and the University had no plans for major maintenance. In addition, the enrollment at Marks Meadow had declined significantly.The Amherst School Committee created the Amherst Schools Organization Committee (ASOC) and charged them to summarize the current enrollment configuration and its issues. The committee was made up of parents, guardians, teachers, administrators, community members and a school committee liaison. Among the issues the ASOC cited in their final report were: ● Overcrowding of some current school buildings and underutilization of others ● A significant budget structural deficit, projected to be over $1,000,000 in 2010. ● All the schools were currently using non-classroom space for educational purposes, primarily due to a change In educational programming and needs over the years. ● Significant repairs and maintenance needed for all four current buildings ● A significant imbalance in the percentage of students on Free and Reduced lunch between schools. The ASOC offered the school committee five different options to address some or all of the issues they identified in their report. 1. Keep the current configuration but add extra resources to Crocker Farm. 2. Keep the current configuration but adjust attendance zone boundaries 3. “Pair” existing schools so that half Amherst elementary students would go from one primary school to one secondary school together 4. Combine grades 5 and 6 in one school (upper elementary) and have three K-4 schools. 5. Move the 6th grade to the middle school. At the time of these recommendations the school populations were: ● Wildwood: 418 students with 18% FRL ● Fort River: 489 students with 26% FRL ● Crocker Farm: 255 students with 59% FRL ● Marks Meadow: 187 students with 34% FRL The ASOC stated that their recommendations were based on the following major factors: ● Equity: Balancing the schools’ population based on families socioeconomic status or other factors. The committee cited research which indicated that this balance was best for all 7



students’ achievement and would provide the same educational opportunities for all students. ● Costs: The redistricting and potential grade re-configuration could be a response to Amherst’s economic reality could address a significant structural budget deficit and maximize funds for curriculum, instruction and personnel.



Detail on Travel Times to Amherst Elementary Schools PVTA Travel Times to Schools That Take More than 20 minutes    Trip



Time (minutes)*



Notes



Greenleaves-Crocker Farm



40



Requires transfer downtown



Hollister-Fort River



31



Requires transfer downtown



Mill Valley Estates-Fort River



31



Requires transfer downtown



North Village-Wildwood



25



0.7 mile walk on the Wildwood end



Puffton Village-Wildwood



25



0.7 mile walk on the Wildwood end



Southpoint-Crocker Farm



22



Brandywine-Wildwood



21



0.7 mile walk on the Wildwood end



Presidential-Wildwood



21



0.7 mile walk on the Wildwood end



Townehouse-Wildwood



21



0.7 mile walk on the Wildwood end



The Boulders-Wildwood



21



0.7 mile walk on the Wildwood end



SOURCE: Google Maps. Frequency of trips may vary if UMass not in session.
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